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I. CONVENTIONS
There are three official FIBA 3x3 rankings: 1. Individual Ranking, 2.Team Ranking and 3.
Federation Ranking. The team and federation ranking are based on the individual ranking.
II. INDIVIDUAL RANKING
1. Overview
The FIBA 3x3 Individual World Ranking of each player is calculated based on points collected
considering only the results of the best 9 FIBA3x3-endorsed events played over the last 12
months The number of points earned at a competition will depend on its level (see below
section 1 & 2) and players’ performance (see section 3):
a. Final standings;
b. Win before limit;
c. Individual performance: each players’ scoring and key individual stats.
2. Calculation:
Rankings will be calculated daily at 1200 hours UTC, except during a New Year break.
3. Event level (Definition of each event can be found in Glossary on fiba.com/3x3)
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Considerations to Event Level:











Events classifying to a Quest stop are considered Olive;
Women in Endorsed are applied color level ignoring Quest and Satellite status, if any
3x3 events in continental multi-sport games are classified one level below the Zone Cup
if played in U23 category, whilst any other multi-sport games will be considered other
national teams competition; OG (and YOG) is considered as if World Cup (U18);
Wheelchair is always considered white
Minimum category size is 4 teams; any competition with less than 4 teams will not be
considered an event for eligibility purposes, albeit be ranked as a white event.
If a player participates in 2 events with games scheduled on same day, then only the
category in which the player will earn a higher number of points is considered for ranking
purposes, *
If a player participates in more than 3 events within a week, then only the 3 events with
the best results are considered for ranking purposes, *
Endorsed lasting over 7 days will be considered white, *
* except if otherwise agreed by FIBA.

4. Event colors upgrade and downgrade
Event colors can be adjusted (upgraded or downgraded) in the following cases:
Color up/down grading
Case
Female and mixed* category

1 downgrade°°

National-team, other than U23 Nations League, if more than
one team from the same country in the same category

1 downgrade

Quests and Satellites with more than 21 events

1 downgrade°°°

Quests with more than 33 events

2 downgrades°°°

Small size category**, 8-11 teams

1 downgrade° °°

Mini size category**, 7 or less teams

2 downgrade° °°

Partially incomplete registration data***

1 downgrade°°

Players in teams with less than 3 Confirmed Players

1 downgrade°

Incomplete scoring

1 downgrade° °°

If more than 50% of expected players (assuming 3 players

&
&

&

°°

&

Downgrade to white°°

per team) have incomplete registration data***
Gradings can be cumulated, minimum color is white.
° Not applicable to national team competitions
°° Not applicable to Pro Events
°°° Only for stops and if last event is after 1 November 2018 (and not for the final, if any)
* A category is Mixed when having players of both genders and less than 50% are male players
** Not applicable in Endorsed competitions in Brown and for those categories with total competition’s prize
money in such category above USD 50k and finals of tours with more than 100 distinctive players (with a
confirmed account) in all its qualifying stops of said category
*** Event is made official with incomplete player data; complete data include name, surname, day of birth,
gender, city & country of residence, nationality
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5. Individual ranking points collected at events
There is only one table of individual ranking points for all FIBA 3x3 Events. Points will
depend on the level of the event (crescendo from white to black):
Table of Ranking Points of FIBA Events (“Table”)

6. Tour points for tour standings
Irrespectively of tournament size, tour points are awarded in each tour’s tournament for tour
standing purposes:
Tournament
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17-32 33+
standing
Tour points 100 80 70 60 50 45 40 35 20 18 16 14 12 11 10 9
3
1
7. Sanctions
Sanctions to players by FIBA can include the partial or complete loss of ranking points.
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III. Team Ranking
8. Overview of team ranking
The FIBA 3x3 Team Ranking is calculated based on ranking points of each team.
Team ranking points are the sum of the ranking points of the three highest rank
players of said team; whereas teams are identified based on Validated Team concept of
pre-registration to Pro Events.
A team is comprised by minimum 3 players and maximum of 6 for the entire season;
a player can only be confirmed into the roster of one single Validated Team in a season,
albeit national team and Endorsed competitions are ignored for this restriction.
Team rankings (in men) are used at the season’s end to directly qualify a given number of
top teams to a certain number of World Tour events, and team rankings are used during the
season for preferential allocation to Challengers. The number of teams directly qualified to
World Tour and their allocation is defined by FIBA prior to the beginning of each new
season; idem happens with the preferential allocation to Challengers.
For the purpose of this clause, a season is assumed to end on 1 November (or day after the
World Tour Final in case such date is later).

IV. Federation Ranking
9. Overview of federation ranking
The FIBA 3x3 Federation Ranking is calculated based on ranking points of each national
federation. Federation ranking points are the sum of the ranking points of their top 100
nationals with a confirmed play.fiba3x3.com account (also known as FIBA 3x3 profile) in the
respective category; U13 players are excluded from the calculation. In case of tie in
federation ranking points, the tied federations will be forced ranked based on each
federation’s highest ranked player in the corresponding category. Reminder: players tied in
points are force ranked using the randomly assigned FIBA 3x3 profile ID.
Respective categories are men, women as well as in respective age categories (U23 men,
U23 women, U18 men, U18 women).
The combined federation ranking is the geometric mean of the ranking points of men and
women; applied also in the respective age categories.

For a complete overview of the FIBA 3x3 Rankings, please refer to the Ranking Compendium,
available on www.fiba3x3.com.
END.
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